








kind of buildings which we interested in and we have consequently
stopped considering the use of halon for our purposes.

Light foam is produced when water containing a foam-pro-
ducing agent is subjected to a Breat quantity of air. A litre of
water can g;i-~--yp:--tglQOO li trés Q~--foam, which is-~~~9re v~ry
dry and will cause minimal damage to even the most susceptible
surfaces. The apparatus can orten be very large, but the
greatest problem is the harm it would cause to humans if released
by mistake. It would have to be designed so that the building is
filled with foam within five minutes, and if anyone is unable to
get out, they would run the risk of becoming asphyxiated once the
foam reached head-height. For this reason foam cannot be used
for quenching fires in our case.

A sprinkler system, consisting of a network of water pipes
with a series of spray-heads which automatically open at a
predetermined temperature, was therefore the only system we could
use internally, and it has been selected in spite of the fact
that if it is set off in one of our decorated stave-churches, any
medieval tempera will be washed away in less than thirty seconds.
We have agreed that it is better to be left with a medieval
stave-church with no decoration than to let the church burn to
the ground with its decoration intact.

As the system is based on water, there is a danger of damage
from frozen pipes. To avoid this, the pipes contain only air,
and are not filled with water until a frost-proof valve has been
activated.

Extinguishing tires externally

Outside we have up to now also used sprinklers, usually
employing a combination of the dry system where the spray-heads
are opened individually as necessary, and the deluge system where
all heads release water simultaneously.

In the dry system, the pipes are filled with pressurised
air. If the heat from a fire causes a spray-head to open, the
pressure will drop and the valve will open, let ting water into
the system. If the alarm is first given by one of the detectors,
the valve will also open, filling the pipes with water in
readiness, so that if one of the spray-heads then opens, water
will immediately be released over the burning ares.

In the deluge system, the alarm will cause the valve to
open, filling the pipes with water which will be released from
all spray-heads in the relevant section of the system.

It is not always easy to adapt the extensive network of
water pipes required by a sprinkler system to the sensitive
environment of an antiquarian building. Moreover, the dimen-
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